International Recall and Trigger Replacement Programme:
Remington has discovered a potential assembly problem in certain X-Mark Pro trigger
mechanisms. This problem may pose a potential safety hazard.
If your rifle was manufactured between May 1, 2006 and April 9, 2014, your rifle may be
subject to a safety recall. You should stop using your rifle immediately due to the risk
of unintentional discharge. Visit http://xmprecall.remington.com for information about
how to determine whether your rifle is subject to this recall.
Since discovering the assembly problem, Remington has changed and improved its
assembly process for the X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism. Remington is working on plans
to offer a trigger replacement program for all affected rifles outside the United States. At
no cost to you, Remington will arrange for a qualified gunsmith, using a specified
protocol, to replace your current trigger mechanism with a new X-Mark Pro trigger
mechanism manufactured under the revised assembly process. Our trusted international
distributors will be helping Remington make the arrangements for trigger mechanism
replacements.
Remington is working diligently to manufacture and ship new XMP trigger mechanisms
internationally. The recall and replacement programme will commence in each country
with recalled rifles once any relevant import/export licences for the replacement triggers
have been obtained and they become available in country. Triggers are already available
in many countries.
For updates concerning the trigger replacement program, please check back on this
website or contact your country's Remington distributor. Distributors’ contact details are
available by visiting http://xmprecall.remington.com and selecting your country. We will
provide updates as soon as additional information and replacement program details
become available. We are working hard to ensure that your trigger mechanism is replaced
as quickly as possible.
We appreciate your patience as we work through this issue. Remington is committed to
the quality and safety of its products and we deeply apologize for this inconvenience.
Please remember to stop using your rifle until a replacement trigger mechanism has been
installed.

